


special spa equipment

Functionality, economic to use and ease of operation are 
not features you can normally take for granted. With spa 
equipment from INVIION® you can. 

Every piece of equipment that we produce must be true to 
these core principles. 

The satisfaction of your guests is especially important to us. 

With lasting health benefi ts, unique design and innovative 
features, INVIION® spa equipment will ensure that you 
surprise your guests time and time again. 

Your guests will be contented and spread your reputation 
of excellence.



4 senses lounger



4 senses lounger
a new way to indulge in deep relaxation

see – hear – feel – smell

lie down – close your eyes – let go

Experience a unique, multi-sensory voyage into the world of deep 
relaxation and well-being, whilst activating the 4 senses.

The light of the 4 Senses Lounger gives you a sense of security and warmth. 

The warm, softly vibrating surface has a soothing effect on the  body.  

The special sound composition and the gently released fragrance leads 
to a state of meditation.



see
Light therapy and 
change of colours 

feel
Stimulation of the 
meridians

smell
Aromatherapy

hear
Sound concept 
based on TCM

see
light therapy and change of colours 

The illuminated reclining area is equipped with an RGB light changing device 
which is based on the concept of TCM (Traditional Chinese Medicine). The 
colours are perceptible even with closed eyes.

TCM –water: According to TCM, blue and green are the colours that relate 
to the element water.  The programme is a perfect combination of green 
and blue lights, soft sounds, fragrance and a softly vibrating surface, this 
combination encompasses the element water.

TCM – elements: The user may opt for a colour composition that includes 
the entire spectrum of colour in combination with a relaxing sound.

hear
sound concept based on tcm

The 25-minute sound concept is based on the knowledge of the Traditional 
Chinese Medicine stimulating the element water and activating Chi, the 
energy of life.

feel
stimulation of the meridians

The sound concept features membranes that are positioned 
in a way that allows a stimulation of those meridians 

that activate Chi, the energy of life.

smell
aromatherapy

The holistic  experience is intensifi ed by the emission of 
subtle fragrances in perfect harmony with both light and sound.



advantages for the guest
 Holistic relaxation by the stimulation of the four senses

 Deep relaxation within 25 minutes

 Very effi cient recovery after e.g. a stressful journey

 Good way to get away from everyday life 

 Perfect compliment for massages and other spa treatments 

 Improvement to the fl ow of energy through 
stimulation of certain meridians. 

advantages for the operator: 
 Profi table and extraordinary alternative to conventional relaxation beds

 Plug in & Relax - easy to install into existing rooms

 Low staff and operating costs

 Real added value for the guest, who are prepared to pay extra 
for the experiences of the 4 Senses Lounger

 Fast return on investment

 Promotionally effective eye-catcher

 Perfect compliment for massages and other spa treatments

 Increases effi ciency in spa treatment area in terms
of workfl ow and occupancy 



1087

700

2050 Hotel Sonne Bregenzerwald – Mellau, Austria 

 Alpenpark Sonnenresidenz – Seefeld, Austria 

 Royal Spa Kitzbühel – Jochberg, Austria

 Hotel Bayerwaldhof –  Bad Kötzting, Germany

 The Harte and Garter Hotel Windsor – 
Royal Berkshire, U.K.

 The Christchurch Harbour Hotel – Dorset, U.K.

 Centre Parcs Sherwood Forest – Newark, U.K.

 etc.

Leading Family Hotel & Resort Alpenrose – Lermoos, Austria

Golf & Spa Resort Andreus – Meran/St. Leonhard, Italy

Hotel Tirolerhof – Zell am See, Austria

reference excerpt: technical details* – plug in & relax

Weight: approx. 70kg 
Dimensions (L x W x H): 2050 x 700 x 1087 mm
Measures fl oor panel: 1790 x 695 mm
Music: integrated sound programme
Power Supply: 230V – AC
Power: 0,3kW
Power supply: power outlet or fi xed supply

Available in our standard laminate colours.

*subject to modifi cations

4 senses lounger
unique and inspiring



holistic cocooning
welcome to the future 



see – hear – feel – smell

Holistic Cocooning, is the concept of a holistic treatment stimulating the 
four senses. It has been infl uenced by scientifi c medicine, TCM and our 
expertise in spa treatments.

The concept of Holistic Cocooning is based on the Teaching of the Four 
Temperaments. Depending on his or her individuality and the respective 
situation, each person is a mixture of these temperaments. An analysis of 
more than 40 questions will determine the guest`s current emotional 
condition, which provides the basis for their personal treatment ceremony. 

This individual treatment includes a personal colour and aroma therapy, an 
especially composed concept of lights and sounds based on TCM, along with 
a healthy wet pack treatment.

a treatment bed that appears to breathe 

In order to achieve a state of deep relaxation, we use a special medical 
device to stimulate the guest`s respiratory rhythm. During the treatment 
the air-fi lled relaxation bed sways gently, allowing the guest to reduce his 
respiratory rhythm.

This holistic concept guarantees a sensation of perfect relaxation and vitality.



holistic cocooning
the ultimate treatment concept 

for the modern spa

therapy concept based on the teaching 
of the four temperaments:

A comprehensive analysis determines the current emotional condition and 
character of the guest.

The 25-minute therapy programme includes an especially composed 
three-dimensional sound concept, a matching light and aroma therapy, 
along with especially developed visual effects. This unique and holistic 
concept encourages positive emotions and appeases negative emotions.

wet pack & body wrap treatment:

A selection of fi ve high-quality wet packs and body wraps allows for a wide 
variety of treatments. In contrast to the conventional spa treatment bed 
where the guest usually lies in a low, narrow position, the Holistic Cocooning 
Bed features a very comfortable, easy to clean area for reclining. According 
to the respective treatment, the reclining area may be heated or cooled.

You can offer a particular treatment using a special foil that is wrapped 
around the body. The fi rmness of the reclining area may be adjusted to the 
respective needs.

state of deep relaxation with the respiratory 
rhythm device:

A special medical device that has an infl uence on the respiratory rhythm 
enables the guest to reach a state of deep relaxation.

The warm, air-fi lled reclining area features a rhythm device that reduces 
the guest`s respiratory rhythm from the usual rate of twelve breaths per 
minute, to ten, or in some cases eight breaths.

the holistic cocooning room concept:

The Holistic Cocooning room concept can either be integrated within 
existing rooms or installed into a new building.

The Holistic Cocooning room creates an even more intense perception 
of visual and sound effects, over a normal spa room



advantages for the operator:
 Holistic Cocooning involves a signifi cant increase in turnover – with one 

single treatment you can double, even triple the turnover of a traditional 
massage

 Holistic Cocooning as a profi t centre – If the room has a capacity 
utilization of forty per cent, the return on investment will be achieved in 
only six months.

 Thanks to its multifunctional application, Holistic Cocooning offers a 
wide range of services and enormous fl exibility as regards to the 
combination of treatments.

 Effi cient labour utilization due to easy operation and multifunctional use

 Signifi cant reduction of costs due to effi cient energy management

 Easy cleaning and maintenance

 Space-saving – fi ts in most conventional spa treatment rooms

 Holistic Cocooning represents a strong USP 

 Holistic Cocooning is the perfect completion to a spa suite

advantages for the guest:
 The Teaching of the temperaments helps the guest to recover 

their mental balance.

 The reduction of the respiratory rhythm will result in a state of 
deep relaxation.

 Wet packs and body wraps have the following positive effects: 
purifi cation of the body, cleansing and tightening of the skin, 
stimulation of cell production, relaxation of the muscles.

 Degree of fi rmness and temperature of the spa treatment bed can 
be adjusted to the respective needs.

 The guest can enjoy the treatments (especially wet packs) in a 
comfortable position, as the Holistic Cocooning bed is wider than 
a conventional wet pack bed. 

 The entire Holistic Cocooning treatment is a unique experience that 
stimulates the senses.

 Holistic Cocooning has a sustainable positive effect on body, 
mind and soul.



2300 400

600 995

1000

Hotel Tirolerhof – Zell am See, Austria

Hotel Waldsägmühle – Pfalzgrafenweiler, Germany

Royal Spa Kitzbühel Hotel – Kitzbühel, Austria

technical details*:

Weight: 80kg
Power supply: 230V – AC
Power: 1kW
Dimensions (L x W x H): 2300 x 1000 x 600 mm
Hot and cold water supplies (1.5“)
Drainage: drain ø 50mm below the table
One fl oor drain on the right and left hand side of the table

Available in our standard laminate colours.

* Subject to modifi cations 

reference excerpt:

holistic cocooning 
feel reborn

 Lanserhof – Lans bei Innsbruck, Austria

 Luxor Hilton – Luxor, Egypt

 Crown Plaza – Sharm el sheikh, Egypt

 Royal Amwaj – Dubai, UAE (under construction)

 etc.



aquaveda therapy table 
multifunctional-bestseller



when it comes to top-quality spa equipment, 
the aquaveda therapy bed is distinct, due to its 
multifunctional range of applications 

The multifunctional aquaveda therapy bed inspires guests, 
therapists and operators alike.

One spa treatment table can be used for a great number of spa treatments, 
which results in a signifi cantly higher utilization capacity. The aquaveda 
therapy table may be used for oil massages and other oil treatments, soap 
brush massages, traditional massages, vichy showers, as well as hot stone 
treatments, special wet packs and body peelings.



oil massages
Essential oils are used for Indian oil massages

ayurvedic oil treatments
Shirodhara is an Ayurvedic treatment, where oil is poured onto the forehead 
from a special pot. This has a stimulating effect on the Third Eye, which is 
said to be the body`s energy centre.

traditional oil massages
The innovative and ergonomic design of the Aquaveda therapy bed turns 
the treatment into an agreeable experience for both guest and therapist.

soap brush massages
The soap brush massage is a delightful experience, offering a number of 
positive effects to your skin.

the most economic approach to purifi cation and relaxation

The aquaveda therapy table (aqua + ayurveda) represents the highlight among your spa equipment, allowing your guests to indulge in the unique experience of 
well-being. The INVIION® aquaveda therapy bed fi nally shows that not every single treatment has to be carried out in a different room, and that the spa operator 
does not need to constantly invest in additional special spa equipment. 

vichy shower
The whole body is stimulated by fi ne water jets. This is a special massage 
experience which has a stimulating effect on certain energy centres.

hot stone treatment
Depending on the disorders, heated volcanic rocks are put on certain 
energy lines (meridians) encouraging the body to heal.

wet pack treatments
Wet wrap treatments provide the body with active-ingredients which are 
selected according to the respective needs, having a healthy effect on the 
body.

body peelings
The body is rubbed with special granular active-ingredients. 
This treatment activates the blood circulation and helps to remove 
dead skin cells.

aquaveda therapy table



advantages for the operator:
 Great fl exibility as regards to the range of spa services and treatments

 The wide range of treatments guarantee an enhanced utilization capacity 

 Fast return on investment

 The modern and neutral design is in line with any given ambiance 
of a room

 Flexible integration in the spa concept. May be used as an individual 
spa treatment or in combination with other treatments (spa ceremony)

 Very easy to clean – even after wet pack treatments – 
saving time and money

 The individual adjustment of the treatment position is very convenient 
for the therapists

advantages for the guest:
 Deep relaxation 

 Helps to solve energy blockage

 Assists blood circulation

 Relaxation of the muscles

 Purifi cation

 Deep-cleansing skin care

 Improvement of the fl ow of energy 

 Alleviation of stress and tension 

 Activation of the metabolism

 Strengthening effect on tissue and blood vessels 



2320

880

860

 Mohr Life Resort – Lermoos, Austria

 Hotel Waldsägmühle – Pfalzgrafenweiler, Germany

 Romantikhotel Sackmann – Baiersbronn, Germany

 Hotel Tirolerhof – Zell am See, Austria

 Royal Spa Kitzbühel Hotel – Kitzbühel, Germany

 etc.

Hilton Luxor – Luxor, Egypt

Andreus Golf & Spa Resort – St. Leonhard, Italy

Hotel Solverde Spa and Wellness Centre – Gaia, Portugal

reference excerpt: technical details*:

Dimensions (L x W x H): 2320 x 880 x 860 mm
Power input / electric:  0.5 kw
Power supply: 230V – AC
22mm dia – 0.4 l/sec for each hot and cold water supplies 
Drainage: drain ø 50mm below the table
One fl oor drain on the right and left hand side of the table

Available in our standard laminate colours.

*Subject to modifi cations 

aquaveda therapy table
variety in the treatment area



foot refl exology bath
the most gratifying way to pamper your feet 



we will “go” nowhere without our feet. 

Our feet are a sensitive and effective point for therapeutic and soothing 
treatments. The foot refl exology bath represents a highly-effi cient therapy 
and a soothing experience that initiates a number of positive effects on 
the body.



three different therapy programmes
You can choose from three different refl exology programmes, each of which 
lasts fi fteen minutes: Stimulating, vitalising and relaxing. Each programme 
has different foot refl exology intensity, a combination of fragrances and 
visual effects.

aromatherapy & colour light therapy 
 The water is enriched with essential oils which emit a pleasant fragrance 

and have a caring effect on the skin. 

 The multicoloured LED lights are refl ected in the water, creating a 
spectacular visual effect thereby contributing to the soothing effect of 
the spa treatment.

automatic change of water
We give top priority to hygiene. Each treatment is followed by a fully 
automatic change of water. An extensive disinfection of the foot refl exology 
basin is carried out automatically once a day.

innovative technology and modern design
The refl exology bath features especially designed moulds which are based on 
the knowledge of a Traditional Chinese Medicine. The bath guarantees an 
ideal foot refl exology treatment for your guests, The modern oval shape can 
be integrated into all types of rooms. The foot refl exology bath caters for 
the guest with shoe sizes from 5 to 12. 

foot refl exology bath

the ideal combination of relaxation and health prevention

The foot refl exology bath is equipped with six special massage jets, providing 15 minutes of positive stimulation to specifi c regions of the feet. 
The foot refl exology bath may be used as an independent foot refl exology therapy or in combination with other spa treatments.
The foot refl exology therapy can be combined with special aromatherapy oils which are applied in order to care and protect the skin.



advantages for the operator:
 The foot refl exology bath may either be used as a single treatment or 

in combination with a ceremonial spa treatment. This guarantees high 
capacity use.

 Due to the effect of preventative health care and vitalisation the treat-
ment will achieve a higher selling price.

 The foot refl exology bath can also be installed in small areas, which 
are unable to be used for other spa equipment (e.g. niches, aisles).

 Plug in & use installation, preconditions: power supply, water inlet, and 
drain pipe – no tiling necessary.

 The new foot refl exology bath can easily be installed in existing 
spa areas/rooms. 

 Foot refl exology baths represent spa equipment that is both 
popular and easy to use.

 The foot refl exology basin is a promotionally effective eye-catching 
and current design object. We offer a wide selection of colours.

advantages for the guest:
 The refl exology treatment has a harmonising, balancing and 

strengthening effect on the following parts of the body: Small intestine, 
stomach, pancreas, liver, heart.

 Three different foot refl exology programmes, a variety of skin caring 
essential oils, guarantee a perfect vitalisation to the guest’s feet.

 The energy-saving LCD colour programme is integrated into the bath, 
creating a unique ambiance.

 Outstanding hygienic conditions

 Ultimate comfort through ergonomic design



634

1197

420

Leading Family Hotel & Resort Alpenrose – Lermoos, Austria

Andreus Golf & Spa Resort – St. Leonhard, Italy

Romantikhotel Sackmann – Baiersbronn, Germany

technical details*:

Dimensions (L x W x H): 1197 x 634 x 420 mm
Empty weight: approx. 40kg
Water capacity: approx. 20l
Water supply: 22mm dia 0.4l/sec at 3.5 bar
Power input: 0.7 kw
Power supply: 230 V –AC
Power supply: Fixed supply beneath the basin
Drainage: drain ø 50mm below the bath
In addition, a minimum of one fl oor drain close to the bath

Available in our standard laminate colours.

*Subject to modifi cations 

reference excerpt:

foot refl exology bath
innovative technology for the feet 

 Secret Silver Sands Hotel – Cancun, Mexico

 etc.



infi nity solo pool
this innovatively designed pool guarantees absolute relaxation



effective vitalization stimulated by water

You are tired, exhausted or tense. Close your eyes, feel how the warm water 
and massage jets release the tension from your muscles. The ergonomic 
design makes it easy to relax and unwind. Agreeable fragrances and lights 
encourage positive emotions, unobtrusive background music, plays quietly in 
the background. It is just wonderful, lie back relax and enjoy the experience.

This scenario is not wishful thinking, it is how many guests and clients 
describe the effect of the Infi nity Solo Pool by INVIION®. They consider it the 
perfect form of relaxation.



mental relaxation

Agreeable fragrances, soothing visual effects and unobtrusive background 
sounds make it easy to relax and unwind.

 Colour Light Therapy programme with energy-saving LED spots

 Infi nity water edge

we give top priority to hygiene

Body fats and dead skin cells (including bacteria) are dissolved in the 
water and washed away via the unique low-lying spillway. This creates an 
outstanding sensation of cleanness.

Each bathing session is automatically followed by a disinfection procedure – 
an extensive disinfection is carried out automatically once a day.

 Fully automatic disinfection follows each session

 Extensive disinfection – once a day. Fully automatic, even outside 
spa operating hours

economic operation

Thanks to state-of-the-art technology, the temperature of the water is 
thermostatically controlled, there is no need for an expensive auxiliary 
heating system. 

relaxation of the muscles

There are three different 15 minute programmes to choose from: 
Stimulating, vitalising and relaxing. Each programme has a different 
massage intensity, combination of fragrances and visual effects.

The relaxation of the muscles is achieved by

 The effectiveness of the massage jets (back jets/water jets and side jets/
combination of air and water)

 An ergonomic sitting position, due to the especially designed bath

 A warm and inviting water temperature 

infi nity solo pool

Our modern society has a growing concern for health care and preventative health care, treatment pools are becoming an important form of relaxation. 
The Infi nity Solo Pool by INVIION® is one of the most trendsetting and innovative example of its kind. It has a vitalizing effect, not only on the body and mind 
of the user, but also on the fi nancial situation of its owner. 



advantages for the operator:
 The Infi nity Solo Pool by INVIION® offers the perfect combination of 

a healthy treatment, unique experience and excellent visual design.

 Ideal complement to other spa treatments 

 Perfect addition to spa suites and hotel spa suites

 Low maintenance: fully automatic disinfection follows each treatment

 Economic operation: thermostatically controlled water temperature – 
no expensive auxiliary heating system needed

advantages for the guest:
 Mental relaxation assisted by light, sounds, fragrances and water

 Relaxation of the muscles due to the ergonomic position, massage jets 
and pleasant water temperature

 The hidden edge of the bath creates the visual effect of an infi nity of 
water. Giving the illusion of a clear line between the water and the 
environment.
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Grupotel Nilo – Mallorca, Spain

Royal Spa Kitzbühel Hotel – Kitzbühel, Austria

Hotel Tirolerhof – Zell am See, Austria

technical details*:

Dimensions (L x W x H): 1975 x 1153 x 600 mm
Empty weight: approx. 100kg
Filled bath tub: approx. 450kg
Power input:  1.6 KW
Power supply: 230V – AC
Power supply: fi xed supply  beneath the pool
Drainage: drain ø 75mm below the pool
In addition, a minimum one fl oor drain close to the pool

Available in our standard laminate colours.

*Subject to modifi cations 

reference excerpt:

infi nity solo pool
renew your energies

 SAS Radisson Farnham House – Cavan, Ireland

 Sveta Sofi a Hotel – Sofi a, Bulgaria

 Sheraton Dammam Hotels –  Dammam, Saudi Arabia

 Hotel Casino de Ibiza – Ibiza, Spain

 Royal Amwaj – Dubai, UAE (under construction)

 Luxor Hilton – Luxor, Egypt

 Almhof Nauders – Nauders, Austria

 SAS Radisson Blue Roe Parc Resort – Limavady, Ireland

 Hotel Son Caliu – Mallorca, Spain

 etc.



heated lounger
lie back, close your eyes and relax in health giving warmth



Take your place on the INVIION® Heated Lounger and enjoy the comfortable 
feeling of soft radiant warmth directly on your body. For millions of years 
every organism on Earth has depended on the warmth of the sun. 
The radiant warmth of the heated lounger feels similarly benefi cial. 
Muscular tension and cramps are relieved, rheumatic pains are alleviated. 
Soft radiant warmth brings harmony to your entire being. Ambient music 
deepens the sense of total relaxation.



heated lounger

maintenance-free, quick and simple installation

With the Heated Lounger, no ongoing maintenance is necessary. Cleaning 
is very simple due to its construction from smooth synthetic material. The 
subtle inclination of the surface means that water fl ows outwards. Installing 
the Heated Lounger is child’s play and requires only connection to a power 
supply.

unbeatable economy

Effi cient construction and high-quality materials with effective heat storage 
means economy of operation. Due to the Plug in & Relax installation, no 
further technical or monetary investment is necessary.

individuality counts

There are no limits to fl exibility in the choice of colours, surface materials and 
surface designs. Extensive testing was carried out in our internal research 
centre to develop a Heated Lounger that provides a high level of comfort for 
people of different body shapes.

modern design combined with total comfort

The INVIION® Heated Lounger does not only impress due to its health-giving 
radiant heat. Smart construction using glass-fi bre reinforced synthetic 
material means it is also extremely slim. This, together with the use of soft 
curves, achieves a contemporary effect. 

Ambient LED lighting adds an additional dimension to the sense of 
well-being, both on the lounger and in the surrounding area. The ergonomic 
form of the “Relax Lounger” invites the guest to linger.



advantages to operator:
 Design orientated Heated Lounger with ambient LED lighting effect

 Economy through use of effective heat storing materials and energy 
effi cient operation

 Heated Lounger with healthy radiant heat

 Highest level of comfort due to the ergonomic design

 Plug in and Relax installation

 Easy to clean due to construction from smooth glass-fi bre reinforced 
synthetic material

 No maintenance of the Heated Lounger necessary

 Selection of different colours of Lounger and surface materials available

 Selection of different surface designs available

advantages to guest:
 Comfortable and soothing radiant heat

 Effective relief for a multitude of complaints

 A sense of wellbeing and total harmony

 Highest level of comfort due to the ergonomic design



898

1820

680

Biancone Beige Royal Atlantide Jerusalem gold

heated lounger

Sheraton Dammam Hotels –  Dammam, Saudi Arabia 

Plug in & Relax Installation
Weight: approx. 70kg 
Power supply: 230V – AC
Power input: 0.8kW
Dimensions (L x W x H): 1820 x 680 x 898 mm

Available in our standard laminate colours.

*Subject to modifi cations 

Hotel Riu Pravets Resort – Pravets, Bulgaria

technical details*:reference excerpt:

available in the following tile colours:



hammam table
oriental bath ritual



Hammam is a bathing ritual in which a traditional oriental soap brush 
massage plays a central role. It is a soothing, deep cleansing treatment 
which, at the same time, detoxifi es the body and promotes healthy 
circulation. The skin is exfoliated and the pores are fl ushed clean of all 
impurities.

The skin is refreshed by the soap brush massage. The skin becomes soft 
and supple, it looks cared for and glows with health due to the improved 
circulation. The soap brush massage is the perfect preparation for a visit to 
the sauna.

The aromatically enriched, pH-neutral lather is massaged into the skin with 
a brush. A wide range of fragrances are available. Depending on the desired 
effects, many different brushes and peeling gloves are used. After the 
massage, the soap is either removed by hand or rinsed away with warm 
water.

After approximately 25 minutes of treatment, the body is pampered with 
one fi nal care treatment – for example the application of various body 
lotions.



2095

800

technical details*:

hammam table
promotes improved circulation and care of the skin

Dimensions (L x W x H): 2095 x 800 x 729 - 1035 mm
Power input: 2kw
Power supply: 230V – AC
Water supply: 15mm dia hot and cold water supply 
Drainage: drain ø 50mm below the hammam table
One fl oor drain on the right and left hand side of the hammam table

Available in our standard laminate colours.

*Subject to modifi cations 

height adjustable 

729 - 1035



Signal white RAL 9003 (RGB 243 245 245)*

Cream RAL 9001 (RGB 239 231 219)*

Light ivory RAL 1015 (RGB 233 216 189)* Purple Red RAL 3004 (RGB 128 49 69)*

Black grey RAL 7021 (RGB 39 43 46)*

Sapphire blue RAL 5003 (RGB 21 45 70)*

standard laminate colours

* RGB is only an adaption. Due to the display on the screen or on printouts deviations can arise.




